Stabilize

Sierra Rescue: Stabilization Line Example

The ASSERT acronym is a useful way of remembering the SWR Incident Timeline:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A – Assess the situation
S – Signal and Set Safety
S – Stabilize the situation
E – Extract the victim/s
R – Render First Aid
T – Transport the victim to definitive care

We have an action plan from the Assessment step and set adequate safety. The next step is to buy some
time in the rescue. Time is a valuable and often finite asset/limitation. Lack of time often leads to more
risky solutions and the possibility of more injuries taking place. Once the situation is stabilized, everyone
can relax, and your rescue options generally increase. This article covers the stabilization topic:
•
•
•

Stabilization benefits
Consequences of skipping this step
Stabilization options/techniques

Stabilization Benefits
Stabilization buys time. This is like breaking down complex rapids by catching eddies. Once the
situation is stabilized, you have time to take a closer look at potential hazards and weigh your options on
how best to extricate the person or equipment from the hazard.
Stabilization will generally provide major relief for both the rescue team and the victim. Communication
is far easier when the conditions are not changing frequently.
In some cases, stabilization can open the possibility for a hands-on rescue – close contact. Some
entrapment rescues are exceedingly difficult if not impossible without someone in close contact with the
victim.

Another often overlooked factor to stabilize is the victim. Communication with the victim during the
rescue will often provide great comfort and discourage them from taking actions that make matters much
worse. An entrapment victim’s sense of time runs much faster than any of the rescuers. A perception of
the rescue team’s inability to help (or often not knowing a rescue is in place) will often lead to them
taking matters into their own hands.
Dam releases often mean very cold water which can lead to hypothermia. If the air temperature is much
higher, a swimmer can use a midstream boulder to gain some needed warmth, especially in the
extremities.
Smaller paddling groups may need extra people to complete the rescue (extraction and possible First Aid).
Stabilizing the event may buy time to recruit additional resources.
After the incident is stabilized, it is a good idea to perform a re-assessment of the situation. Your
assessment can be more thorough now, and you generally have a lot more information from the victim
and being at the accident site.

Consequences
How often have we seen “rolling rescues”? Someone has separated from their boat and is being swept
downriver. This is dangerous for both the victim and rescuers. The swimmer can become a victim of
flush drowning, the number one cause of fatalities for experienced paddlers. Rescuers can become too
fixated on the rescue and skip the initial scene size-up task. This has often led to getting swept into
strainers or getting stuck in bad holes. This could have been avoided by looking downstream for obvious
hazards, identify safe eddies, and setting an initial limit on your chase before updating the assessment
(like that horizon line you cannot see past). This initial quick assessment often identifies a good route to
take where the victim can help themselves (with your guidance) and a safe place to stabilize the boat and
paddle.
Another factor to consider is the possible need for first aid. When someone has ceased breathing due to
entrapment or a flush drowning, every minute they go without air decreases their chances for recovery by
10%. Performing CPR midstream on a large rock is far preferable to taking the extra time to get them to
shore. I carry a CPR mask in my PFD pocket for that possible situation.

Stabilization Techniques
In many rescues, there are often opportunities to make things more stable and buy valuable time. The list
below may provide some ideas you might not have considered in the past. Rescue work requires training,
imagination, and periodic practice. If you have not taken a SWR Class in the past two years, I highly
recommend attending one.
•

•

•

Long Swims: Flush drowning is the number one cause of fatalities for experienced paddlers. If
you are the swimmer, look for eddies or a large boulder to climb on to. You can catch a breather,
warm up and gain much better visibility for the next leg of your swim.
Boulders/Eddies: Midstream boulders are often excellent rescue waypoints. They often have a
nice eddy behind them which is very safe. Sometimes you can climb onto the boulder from
upstream, especially if they are somewhat flat. One note of caution: verify the existence of a
pillow formation or they may be undercut.
Ropework: A tagline on a boat is always a wise precaution. A tagline is a simple line (rope)
attached to the boat usually via a carabiner. The other end of the rope is simply secured around a
large tree, rock or other immovable object. When your team tries to extract the boat, it will often
break free and head downstream very rapidly, the tagline greatly limits that movement avoiding
the need for a second rescue. Another use of a tagline is tying off the boat and waiting for the
water level to drop before attempting a rescue. This is common on small dam release streams like

•

•

•

•

•
•

the Savage River in Western Maryland. The downside of this technique is adding a rope to the
accident site that may trap another paddler, if possible, wait with your gear to act as safety.
Hands-On Saves Lives: If you can get someone in contact with the victim, they can hold their
head/torso above the waterline. A person at the site can also support the boat to prevent it from
tipping or moving to a more disadvantageous position. Being in proximity stabilizes the victim’s
mental situation removing some unplanned and adverse actions on their part.
Ropework: Most SWR Classes spend significant time on various rope skills. A stabilization line
is an obvious way to assist the victim remaining heads up and may assist them in freeing
themselves. A tagline (mentioned above) prevents boats from shifting, breaking free and repinning downstream. Cinch techniques combine stabilization and extraction capabilities. If you
carry an easy to reach throw bag, you can help the rescue team stabilize your boat by throwing
downstream or to them on shore. A V Lower is a technique where a raft is carefully lowered via
a pair of lines from each shore. A raft under the right conditions can be incredibly stable and
permit rescuers to access a victim with less danger. The downside of a V Lower is it takes a lot
of time to set up.
Boat Rescues: Boats can be used to stabilize an entrapment victim. An eddy is often formed
below the victim. If you set up in the eddy the victim can rest on the bow of your boat while
waiting for a subsequent extraction effort. You can rest an unconscious paddler on the deck of
your kayak keeping their airway open.
Extra Flotation: Low head dams and holes with a large backwash are often terminal. If you
come out of your boat, try extremely hard to hold on to the boat as that provides far more
flotation than any life jacket. This may prevent recirculation long enough to be rescued. Fire
companies use a pressurized firehose to provide floatation in these types of rescues.
Foot/Hand Holds: If trapped, you may be able to explore (carefully) for foot or hand holds to
stabilize and but the rescue team time to extract you.
Cut the Flow: Some dam release rivers (like the Gauley River) can shut down the release in the
event of an entrapment. Many carry a cell phone on a river trip with that possibility in mind.

When thinking about stabilization, consider the basics for sustaining life. First Aid has an acronym:
•
•
•
•
•

A – Airway
B – Breathing
C – Circulation
D – Disability
E – Exposure

When thinking about stabilization as part of a rescue, all these considerations need to be addressed.

Conclusion
Where possible, break down rescues by adding waypoints (stabilization). This practice buys valuable
time and greatly reduces risk for all involved. Stabilization efforts provides extra time for re-assessment
and provides valuable relief much earlier than a full rescue (extraction). Stabilization and Extraction
skills are covered comprehensively in a SWR Class. These skills are perishable so practice several skills
periodically (like throwing skills) during your frequent paddling trips.

